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As Bath’s city centre prepares to see its first casino built on Sawclose, opposite the Theatre Royal,
Eirlys Penn looks at the history of the listed building that used to be the Regency Ballroom

F
rom juvenile Charlie Chaplin
to The Who, via Peek-a-Boo
striptease, Bath’s former bingo
hall in Sawclose has hosted an
unimaginable spectrum of

popular entertainment in its 130 years
as a venue. Since it first opened as a
music hall in 1886, this building has had
to evolve constantly to hang on to the
coat tails of changing popular taste and
the onslaught of new media, from the
arrival of the movies, to the advent of
television and rock n’ roll. 
Its latest conversion to a casino and

hotel complex is just one more
transition whose associated controversy
is echoed by the hand-wringing of
previous generations over the vulgarity
of popular tastes and behaviour. 

THE PAVILION
In its first incarnation as Bath’s Pavilion
(not to be confused with the Pavilion in
North Road) Music Hall, live
entertainment was big business.
Opening in 1886, it seems to have been
an instant success providing

quintessentially ‘vulgar’ entertainment in
the historical sense of being for
‘ordinary people’. 
A Victorian YouTube, all human life

paraded here, from freak and novelty
turns to more mainstream vocalists and
dancers. Its popularity was apparently
reflected in healthy finances by January
1888 when Pavilion directors declared a
fat dividend of 14%. 
The good times didn’t last long: by

1893 the Pavilion was looking rundown.
The local poultry fanciers’ association
had held its annual show there
attracting 600 avian entries, presumably
adding a literally foul smell. The hall
closed soon after.

THE LYRIC
The old Pavilion was quickly revived
through a redevelopment which
expanded the variety theatre adding
glitzy new features, a new stage with
proscenium arch, orchestra pit, stalls
and boxes to seat 800 in red plush and
gilt, new dressing rooms, an artistes’
corridor, bars, and even a suite of

urinals, plus the galleried façade which
survives to this day. Run in conjunction
with the Empire in Bristol, it was
opened to capacity crowds by Little
Tich, a huge star in his day, but
famously short at 4ft 6ins.
An auspicious start, but

contemporary Lyric playbills and
artistes’ contracts suggest that Bath
didn’t attract such big names on a
regular basis. It didn’t lack for notoriety:
singer Belle Elmore appeared in 1900
and 1902, scribbling appreciative
comments in the visitors’ book of her

VARIOUS
INCARNATIONS: top
right inside the Lyric
when plush seats were
installed, below the
building was last used
by Gala Bingo, main
picture, the empty
building as it looks
today  
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Bath digs. Unfortunately, a decade later
her grisly murder hit the headlines—she
was the wife of one Dr Crippen. 

THE PALACE
As The Palace, the music hall re-
opened in 1903, part of the
MacNaghten Vaudeville Circuit of
theatres. It enjoyed an unbroken
run of music hall programmes –
despite bomb damage in 1942 – all
the way up to 1955.
Music hall remained the beating

heart of light entertainment
throughout the Edwardian era.
MacNaghten experimented by
placing Bioscope shows on the bill,
an early type of travelling cinema
popular from the late 1890s to
the First World War. And the
Palace continued cinema
presentations until the 1920s,
then reverting to live variety
only. Bespoke cinemas were
beginning to provide stiff
competition, and other mass
communications channels –
such as radio – were in the
offing.
By the Palace’s 1937 Art

Deco refit – streamlining the
original ornate auditorium
and adding one simple
balcony – the entertainment
scene was altering
significantly. The new Palace
put on a brave face,
predicting that it would draw youth
away from the lure of the movies.
Bransby Williams, heading the bill on
re-opening night, wishfully hoped ‘as
their fathers did, so will the young folk
of to-day turn back from the “flicks” to
the living stage…’  Some hope.
In a further attempt to keep up with

the times, The Palace installed a
broadcast room in the 1930s revamp,
which The Bath Chronicle hoped ‘the
BBC will frequently be utilising,
knowing that the film can never oust the
variety theatre from the hearts of the
British public.’ BBC radio did indeed
run one of its earliest outside broadcasts

from the theatre.
By 1953, however, variety was on its

last legs, unsure how to contend with its
newest threat, television, and the Palace

bill was looking
ropey, resorting to
cheap thrills and
titillation. Phyllis
Dixey, singer,
impresario, fan
dancer, and
producer of the
first striptease
show in London’s
West End, was
presenting her
Peek-a-Boo
production. She’d
enjoyed
considerable
popular success
during the 1940s
but was now

resorting to provincial tours to
make ends meet. 
As the Palace, it finally closed

its doors on 21 May 1955.
Directors blamed the state of the
variety business and difficulty in
obtaining touring shows. The
Entertainment Tax and commercial
TV were other factors. 

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL AND 
THE REGENCY
The rock ‘n’ roll era saw the Palace’s
old stage and boxes removed to

create a new venue with a dance floor
which opened in Spring 1956 as the
Regency Ballroom. Through the 60s
various formulae were tested to bring

the ballroom into profit, bingo being
one element. Besides ballroom dances,
the venue hosted the Jazz Festival,
attracting John Dankworth; the Who
performed on the final R&B night of the
Jazz Festival in June 1964, just a month
after Keith Moon had joined the outfit
and a month before they released their
first record. Youth culture had seriously
arrived, and the Regency was notorious
for its Saturday night, notionally
alcohol-free, ‘hops’ where local teens
would meet and fight, having fuelled up
first at local pubs. Ballroom dancing
was dropped in 1967, as well as bingo.
Disco was introduced through the week
and was turning a profit. But Fridays
and Saturdays were devoted to jazz. The
ballroom finally closed in 1968.

BINGO AND CINEMA
Parts of the old theatre complex were
later converted into a pub and the small
President Cinema circa 1976. But in
1980, the building was converted into
Zetters Bingo Club. Existing seating was
stripped out and new seats and tables
fitted. Its final incarnation was as Gala
Bingo from 1986, offering gaming and
slot machines, plus live entertainment. 

A NEW CASINO
Controversy, fame, infamy and the
threat of failure haunted the old Bath
Music Hall and its subsequent guises, as
has a prevailing anxiety that such an
establishment might not be suitable for a
city such as Bath. What remains of the
original provincial emporium of popular
entertainments is now a Grade II listed
building, its façade intact. But few
vestiges remain within of the Victorian
Lyric or the Deco Palace, bar the odd
section of skirting board and handrail.
In the old music hall, bite-sized ‘turns’
guaranteed that if you didn’t like the
current act, something more enjoyable
would be along shortly. Perhaps Bath’s
new casino will simply be maintaining
the Sawclose status quo: the latest of
Bath’s entertainment turns and the most
recent reminder that keeping people
amused isn’t all fun and games. �■
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A Victorian YouTube, all human life
paraded here, from freak and 

novelty turns to more mainstream
vocalists and dancers
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THEY CAME TO BATH:
left to right The Who,
jazz as part of the Bath
Festival, below, music
hall star Little Tich and
the young Gracie Fields


